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South Africa’s Oldest Safari Company

Dedicated to Exceed Your Expectations
Our passion for sharing the great African outdoors with our guests is what 
drives our amazing team to consistently provide quality safaris, always 
taking into account the personal aspect, attention to detail and the 
important fact that a safari is so much more than a hunting trip! We are 
blessed to have unique destinations in South Africa and further afi eld 
which offer our clients authentic African experiences. We are privileged 
to have the exclusive rights to what is arguably one of the fi nest hunting 
areas in Africa - our Kalahari Concession which spans a staggering 240 000 
continuous acres. Every safari conducted in this concession since 2012 has 
been a resounding success and the concession just gets better and better 
each year. Folks have raved about the wildlife encounters they have 
enjoyed, the stunning bush dinners under a 5 billion star universe, remote 
and rustic fl y camping excursions where lions have roared the night away, 
the amazing south Africa cuisine and the comforts of the lodge. The 
number and diversity of quality animals hunted each year in this incredible 
area is testament to the sound management plan and the conservative 
quotas which are carefully set. The buffalo hunting is getting better with 
each year that passes and to be truthful, the buffalo have become much 
smarter resulting in some serious mileage been done on buffalo tracks 
this year. One safari in particular saw the team tracking buffalo on foot 
for over 100km in 7 days. This was unusual and is a new record. The fact 
that the crew had their sights set on monster buffalo in a nervous and 
educated dagga boy group defi nitely contributed to the huge mileage 
they put in.  The fact is (without being boastful), this concession offers 
some of the fi nest buffalo hunting we have ever encountered anywhere. 
From Rhino to steenbok, this area delivers fi rst class quality!
 
This year’s safaris which took place in the Limpopo province (2 areas)  
yielded excellent game, from 46” sable to 40” buffalo. Kudu in the 
Northern Limpopo are ridiculously abundant. There is no question that this 
area is the African headquarters for Kudu. The number and quality of bulls 
encountered on a daily basis was mind blowing. The Limpopo areas offer 
a wonderful change from the Kalahari in terms of topography and species 
which are available. This should be noted by our friends who have hunted 
the Kalahari multiple times and are searching for something different. The 
buffalo hunting in the Limpopo put our PH’s and clients to the test but with 
perseverance and patience, good opportunities presented themselves 
on super buffalo.
 
We did less safaris in KwaZulu-Natal this year, which is something we wish 
to rectify and promote more in 2019. KwaZulu-Natal is the natural home 
range of Nyala in South Africa. We have excellent areas for our clients to 
hunt in Zululand and in the Umkomaas valley. Our Zululand area is the best 
in South Africa for suni & red duiker and the region is defi nitely a stronghold 

for massive nyala in addition to hippo, buffalo, hyena, common reedbuck 
and other species. In 2019 we will no longer be staying at the main lodge 
in Zululand as we will have our own newly renovated “hunters lodge” 
which will be exclusively ours. Renovations are almost complete and the 
lodge will be ready by the end of February next year. The lodge overlooks 
False Bay National Park and the scene is breath-taking. We are excited to 
announce that we have just fi nalized a sub-lease in a community area in 
the Umkomaas valley - an area rich in game, particularly nyala, bushbuck 
and kudu. The camp overlooks a beautiful waterfall and is set right on the 
edge of a sheer cliff which drops vertically into an amazing gorge. The 
setting is breath-taking and we are excited to be taking safaris to this area 
for the fi rst time next year. Clive, Darren, Darren and I have been doing 
some reconnaissance trips and what we have seen thus far is more than 
promising!  
 
2018 has been a memorable year from every point of view and we thank, 
most sincerely, every one who shared happy campfi res with us this year!

Best wishes, Hans and the CVS Team
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Coenraad Vermaak Safaris is dedicated to exceed your expectations through exceptional personal service and the wise sustainable use of 
wildlife through ethical and responsible hunting for the benefi t of wildlife, wild places and people (conservation).


